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Annotation. Purpose: consists in studying the relationships between the system of equilibrium regulation in upright 
stance and voluntary motion control in athletes-shooters during ready position and target shooting. Material: 19 highly 
skilled athletes specialized in pistol shooting were studied. Physiological and biomechanical characteristics of posture 
and voluntary motions were assessed by methods of stabilography, electromyography and tremorometry; besides, 
accuracy of target shooting was registered. Results: high degree of shooting accuracy dependence on posture somatic 
parameters has been revealed, of which the greatest impact upon the result is exerted by low-frequency vibrations of the 
body general centre of mass, subjected to voluntary control. Prognostic models of shooting accuracy dependence upon 
the character of posture regulation during ready position and the shot have been developed. Conclusions: obtained 
results reveal the mechanisms of functioning and interacting of two systems of management – posture and voluntary 
motion. Elaborated regression models permit to model and predict posture stability and shooting accuracy during ready 
position and the shot. 
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Introduction1  
It is known that in the process of long-term adaptation to physical loads (PL) mechanisms of upright posture 

regulation are improved in athletes, and provide not only the high quality and reliability of equilibrium maintenance 
under extreme conditions of athletic activity but determine the quality and reliability of voluntary motion control to a 
great extent as well [8, 14, 16, 19, 20].   

System approach in biological studies has demonstrated that both posture regulation and voluntary motion 
control are realized by hierarchically organized functional systems (FS) with clearly defined final adaptive outcome of 
the activity of each system [1, 2, 8, 10]. Interaction of FS may be realized at different levels of each system [8]. It 
depends on the structural and functional organization of both the voluntary motion and assumed posture, which preceds 
it and interacts with it both at the stage of “afferent synthesis” and “decision making” [1, 9] and in the process of 
formation and realization of voluntary motion program [2, 3, 18]. However, interaction mechanisms of functional 
systems of upright posture regulation and voluntary motion control are rather insufficiently highlighted in the literature 
from system positions: that is, from position of their hierarchically organized component interactions and final adaptive 
results of each system [5, 10, 11]. Peculiarities of improvement of these interactions in the process of long-term 
adaptation to physical loads are insufficiently covered in the literature  as well.  

 The objective of this work consists in studying the relationships between the system of equilibrium regulation in 
upright stance and that of voluntary motion control in athletes-shooters during ready position and target shooting.  

Purpose,  tasks of the work, material and methods  
Methods of combined multiparameter registration of physiological and biomechanical characteristics of posture 

and voluntary motions including stabilography, electromyography, tremorometry, pulsometry, target shooting accuracy 
were used [8, 9, 12].  

Eighting highly skilled pistol shooterts participated in studies.  
Mechanisms of posture regulation were studied during equilibrium maintenance in three upright stances: the 

Romberg stance (posture 1), the common stance (posture 2) and complicated upright stances (postures 3-4) during ready 
position, just before and during target shooting.  

In one case the posture was complicated by four-time pistol lifting and holding in outstretched arm until fatigue 
(posture 3), whereas in the other – by upright stance maintenance with knee joint angle equal to 110ᵒ (posture 4). In 
both cases testing ended in apparent signs of fatigue due to isometric activity of the upper and the lower extremity 
muscles.  

During ready position and shot somatic and vegetative parameters of the posture and formed motion were 
synchronously registered along with calculation of energy expenditures. Accuracy of target shooting was recorded.  

Shifts of the body general centre of mass (GCM) while maintaining equilibrium in upright stance, tremor of the 
hand holding the pistol and accuracy of target shooting were considered as the parameters of the “final adaptive 
results”.  

Synchronous registration of somatic, vegetative and biomechanical indices followed by respective mathematical 
processing allowed to examine physiological mechanisms underlying interrelated activity of two systems of control, 
integrating for realization of the program of accuracy motion under various conditions. Methods of variance statistics 
including correlation, regression, dispersion, etc. methods of statistical analysis in STATISTICA system of Windows 
were applied for experimental material processing [4].  
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Results of the research  
The results of studies have demonstrated that pistol holding in outstretched arm in shooter’s specific stance 

insignificantly influences equilibrium stability: high equilibrium stability was observed in athletes both during 
convenient and specific posture of the shooter. Amplitude of high-frequency shifts of the body GCM varied from 0,6  
0,09 to 0,8  0.03 mm, whereas that of low-frequency – from 0,9   0,1 to 1,6  0,16 mm. Some somatic characteristics 
of the posture, activity of muscular and cardiovascular (CV) system showed significant changes both during ready 
position assumption and just before the shot.  

For instance, standing with pistol in outstretched arm in shooter’s specific posture while aiming was 
accompanied with significant increase of hand tremor amplitude relative to that in initial posture, and electric activity of 
brachioradial muscle (BRM), tendency to increase of electric activity of deltoid muscle (DM), enhancement of CV 
system activity and increased energy expenditures.  

Just before the shot the character of posture regulation and hand voluntary motion control during aiming 
appeared to change: decrease of the amplitude of slow high-amplitude shifts of the body GCM was observed in frontal 
and sagittal planes, whereas fast ones – in frontal plane; besides, an increase of the frequency of fast vibrations of the 
body GCM and decrease of slow ones in sagittal plane, tendency to reduction of heart rate (HR), tremor amplitude (TA) 
of hand holding the pistol and amplitude of electromyograms (EMG) of BRM and DM were noted.   

Coefficients of correlation (r) between somatic parameters of the posture varied during ready position from – 
0,44  0,03 to 0,738  0,0002, reflecting different interdependence of the upper extremity muscle functioning, 
vibrations of the body GCM and tremor of hand holding the pistol. It is noteworthy, that in this case the dependence of 
CV system functioning and energy expenditure on somatic parameters of posture stability was also manifested.  

Just before the shot interrelation between somatic parameters of the posture and their correlation with HR tended 
to enhance.  

Sustained static tension of the upper and the lower extremity muscles while holding pistol in outstretched arm in 
complicated stance (with knee joint angle equal to 110) induces more expressed shifts of the parameters of posture 
stability, muscular and cardiac activity, accelerates fatigue development and activates mechanisms of equilibrium 
correction in orthograde posture. The above is accompanied with synchronization of arm and the lower extremity 
vibrations, appearance of  spike discharges of motoneurons on EMG and increase of energy expenditures, which finds 
its manifestation in high degree of correlations between parameters.   

Improvement of the mechanisms of posture stability regulation and voluntary motion control in top level 
shooters is characterized by short-term decrease of EMG amplitude of deltoid and brachioradial muscles, tremor 
amplitude of hand holding the pistol and the main vibrations of the body GCM just before the shot.  

Insignificant decrease of HR may be observed in some shooters in specific posture at the moment preceding the 
shot. Despite the fact that direct voluntary control for discrete involuntary vibrations of the body GCM is not possible 
(as according to N.A.Bernstein (2) their regulation is realized with participation of rubrospinal level of motion control), 
mechanisms of tremor amplitude, the body GCM vibrations and HR decrease are indirectly activated by top level 
athletes.  

An artificial introduction of confounding factors (change of habitual posture, additional vestibular irritants, 
prolonged isometric regime of muscular activity) impairs the quality of posture regulation and is accompanied with 
increased energy expenditures and deterioration of shooting accuracy (Table 1).  

                                                                    Table 1 
Somatovegetative  indices and accuracy of shooting under different conditions of upright posture maintenance  
 

Indices Initial posture of 

shooter 

     

 Pistol holding until 

fatigue 

 Low stance maintenance 

until fatigue 

Х        ±м Х         ±м Х           ±м 

Tremor amplitude, mm 7,5        0,9 8,0        0,27 10,9        1,6 

Sagittal stabilogram ampl., 

mm 

1,6        0,1 1,78      0,14 4,76         0,57 

EMG of DM, mkV 321       20,0 382,9    25,0 513,0       53,3 

EMG of BRM, mkV 232       17,6 219,6    19,9 295,3      17,9 

EMG of QMT, mkV* 74.6      1,4 16,7      3,0 221,1      9,2 

EMG of GM, mkV 74.6      3,4 107,4     8,4 184,2      14,4 

HR, bt.min-1 92.8      1,7 102,4     2,5 111,2      3,2 
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Indices Initial posture of 

shooter 

     

 Pistol holding until 

fatigue 

 Low stance maintenance 

until fatigue 

Х        ±м Х         ±м Х           ±м 

Energy expenditure, kcal 4.2        0,2 4,45       0,12 5,15        0,12 

Shooting result (5 shots) 49.4     0,29 48,45     0,53 46,74      0,91 

*EMG of QMT = electromyogram of quadriceps muscle of thigh;  EMG of GM = electromyogram of gastrocnemius 
muscle.  

 
Despite the fact that confounding factors (prolonged pistol holding in outstretched arm and low stance until 

fatigue) decrease posture stability, increase and synchronize various vibrations of standing person, more fit athletes 
damp down these vibrations before the shot, preventing their “spreading” on the arm holding the pistol. Unfit athletes 
do not possess this capacity, therefore the shot is made in the face of decreased equilibrium stability, increased TA of 
arm, EMG of DM and BRM, HR and energy expenditures, which leads to impaired shooting accuracy.   

Correlation analysis has demonstrated that under complicated standing conditions (while holding pistol in 
outstretched arm until fatigue or keeping knee joint angle equal to 110), interaction of functional systems of posture 
stability control and accuracy of voluntary motion tends to increase.  

Analysis of interactions at the moment of ready position and just before the shot shows that control for posture 
stability, tremor vibrations of arm holding the pistol and HR at the moment preceding the shot, is dependent on the 
character of posture regulation during ready position (15-10 sec before the shot). This is evidenced by revealed high 
positive correlations, reflecting dependence of amplitude of the body GCM shifts, arm tremor, and EMG at the moment 
preceding the shot on respective indices registered during assuming ready position (Table 2).   

Table 2 
Interactions of somatic indices and HR of athletes-shooters, recorded just before the shot with analogous indices 

registered while assuming ready position 

Po
si

tio
n 

 Indices: 

 

Before the shot: 

tremor stabilogram EMG HR 

amplitude sag.А1* fr.F2 fr.А2 DM BRM 

 R  

 e 

 a 

 d 

 y 

  

 p 

 o 

 s.  

tremor frequency -0,725  -  - - -0,770 

amplitude 0,966  -  - - 0,921 

stabilogra

m 

sag.А1 - 0,605 - -0,617 - - 0,654 

sag.А2 - 0,685 - 0,630 - - - 

sag.F1 - 0,751 - - - - - 

fr. F2 - - -0,778 -   - 

EMG DM - -  - 0,878 0,898  

BRM  -  - 0,898 0,918 0,748 

     HR    -  0,748 0,789 

* Notes: sag. – sagittal, fr. – frontal, А1 – amplitude of high-frequency vibrations, А2 – amplitude of low-
frequency vibrations, F1 – frequency of low-amplitude vibrations, F2 – frequency of high-amplitude vibrations. 
 
Correlation analysis results indicate that the greater are the arm TA while assuming ready position, the body 

GCM vibrations, muscle electric activity and HR (10-15 sec before the shot), the higher are their meanings just before 
the shot and vice versa. Fit athletes tend to manifest more expressed capacity for reduction of these vibration amplitude 
and HR decrease before the shot.  

The less is the posture stability at the beginning of ready position, the more expressed are correctional 
reorganizations of posture just before the shot in athletes: high correlation interactions have been observed between 
amplitude of the body GCM and tremor while assuming ready position and the degree of their decrease just before the 
shot (r=0,913<0,01 and r=0,717<0,01, respectively), which is indicative of control on the basis of signals of negative 
feedback (2).  
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At the same time, deterioration of equilibrium stability in sagittal plane while assuming ready position activates 
compensatory responses aimed at decrease of amplitude (r=-0,677  0,008) and increase of frequency (r=0,736  0,003) 
of tremor, rise in frequency of the main vibrations of frontal stabilogram (r=0,6230,02) just before the shot. Increase of 
amplitude of the main vibrations of the body GCM in frontal plane while assuming ready position leads to decrease of 
amplitude of deltoid muscle EMG (r=-0,669 0,009) just before the shot.  

Analysis of regulation mechanisms of posture stability during ready position shows that programing of 
responses, which provide maximal accuracy of shooting in case of regular hindrances to posture maintenance, includes 
the development of efficient program anticipating posture reorganization, consisting in activation of motor units, 
stabilization of equilibrium and joint angle during ready position assumption and just before the shot, between the 
parameters of which and voluntary motion accuracy there exist high correlations.  

The findings demonstrate that arm tremor depending on EMG activity of DM during ready position exerts the 
greatest influence on accuracy of shooting: there exist strong negative linear dependences between arm TA, electric 
activity of DM and shooting accuracy – the higher are arm TA and electric activity of DM, the lower is the result of 
shooting.  

Presented in Fig.1 coefficients of correlation and determination, regression models reflect high dependence of 
the result of accuracy motion on posture somatic parameters recorded during ready position and just before the shot 
under ordinary and complicated conditions of standing: the higher is the amplitude of tremor, body GCM vibrations and 
electric activity of DM and BRM, the lower is the result of shooting, and vice versa.    

 

 
 
Fig.1. Coefficients of correlations and regression models reflecting association between accuracy of target shooting 

and posture somatic parameters, recorded during ready position (a) and just before the shot (b): r – coefficients of 
correlation; Y – result of shooting, points; X1 – tremor amplitude, mm; X2 – EMG of DM, mkV; X3 – EMG of BRM, 
mkV; X4 – amplitude of sagittal stabilogram, mm.  

 
Coefficients of pair and multiple correlations, determination and regression equations indicate that accuracy of 

voluntary motion is determined not only by partial contribution of individual parameters of examined system but their 
interaction as well, as a result of which there occurs dependence, different in the degree and the form from pair 
correlations, which is approximated rather precisely by means of multiple regression equations presented in the Figure.  

Discussion.  
Carried out studies have confirmed the findings of several authors indicating close association between the 

parameters of shooter’s upright posture stability and accuracy of target shooting [6, 7, 14-16]. Dependence of shooting 
accuracy on the peculiarities of cardiac activity has been also revealed, which corresponds to the results reported by 
several authors [6, 13].  

At the same time, conducted studies have specificated the mechanisms of posture regulation while assuming 
ready position and just before the shot as well as their associations providing optimum background conditions for 
realization of voluntary accurate motion – target shooting.  

For instance, it has been revealed that at the beginning of aiming the character of deviating posture regulation is 
manifested providing alteration of equilibrium stability control during the shot, depending on stability in ready position.  

Statistical processing of findings has revealed rather strong influence of individual somatic characteristics of 
posture and their interactions upon the mechanisms of accurate volitional motion control during ready position and 
target shooting. This is also indicative of close interrelation of regulation mechanisms of two systems of control: the 
system of upright posture stabilization and that of voluntary motion.  
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Analysis of coefficients of correlation, determination and regression equations, presented in Fig.1, demonstrates 
high degree of dependence of shooting accuracy on simultaneous interrelated impact of posture somatic parameters, of 
which the greatest influence on the result is exerted by relatively slow, low-frequency vibrations of the body GCM, 
 sequacious to voluntary control. Top level athletes have a knack for damping them down, manifesting higher 
quality of posture stability control  at the moment of accurate motion realization.  

On the basis of obtained results it is safe to conclude that formed program of realization of forthcoming accurate 
motion includes both standard parameters of posture and voluntary motion and the mechanisms of correcting their 
interaction when confounding factors and hindrances are acting, thus providing control of perturbation and deviation.   

As a result of the above, high accuracy during the shot is achieved in adapted athletes at well-timed (in 
accordance with created standard and the character of correctional inverse afference) preliminary posture reorganization 
– its stability and biomechanical parameters.  

During fatigue in less adapted to physical load athletes,  one may observe increase of amplitude and synchronism 
of vibrations of different body links in upright posture, loss of ability to damp down these vibrations, which are 
propagating to the barrel, thus deteriorating shooting quality the more, the higher are their amplitude and the degree of 
synchronization.  

The worse posture stability at the beginning of ready position, the more expressed are its correctional 
reorganizations just before the shot: the more decreased are the arm TA, the body GCM vibrations; besides the tendency 
to HR reduction is observed. The above reflects deviation control on the basis of negative feedback.  

Hence important tasks follow: a) elaboration of means and methods of posture stabilization during ready 
position, aimed at improvement of stability within equilibrium zone, decrease of amplitude of tremor, muscle electric 
activity, HR just before the shot; b) usage of prognostic models allowing to predict the system state, the character of 
posture control just before the shot and accuracy of voluntary motion realization on the basis of initial data. 

Conclusions.  

1.Obtained results reveal the mechanisms of functioning and interacting of two control systems – posture and 
voluntary motion.  

2.High degree of shooting accuracy dependence on simultaneous interacting impact of posture somatic 
parameters has been revealed, of which the greatest influence on the result is exerted by relatively slow, low-frequency 
vibrations of the body GCM, sequacious to voluntary control. 

3. Elaborated regression models permit to model and predict: 1) posture stability, the character of its regulation 
just before the shot depending on analogous parameters during ready position; 2) change of CV system activity at the 
moment of shot depending on posture stability, activity of muscles, tremor of arm holding the pistol during ready 
position and just before the shot; 3) accuracy of shooting depending on the character of posture regulation during ready 
position and the shot.  
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